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Case   No.:   2020CV030106  
 
Div.:   B  
 
 

 
MOTION   FOR   RECONSIDERATION   OF   THE   COURT’S   ORDER   GRANTING   A  

TEMPORARY   RESTRAINING   ORDER   
 

 
The   Office   of   the   City   and   County   Attorney,   on   behalf   of   the   City   and   County   of  

Broomfield   (“Broomfield”),   specially   appears   in   this   matter   and   moves   the   Court   to   reconsider  

its   Order   Granting   a   Temporary   Restraining   Order.   



 

I.     OVERVIEW  

Extraction   completely   misrepresents   the   facts   by   claiming,   over   and   over   again,   that  

Broomfield   seeks   to   shut   down   Extraction’s   entire   Broomfield   project.    This   is   simply   not   true.  

The   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   (“Board”)   never   considered   an   immediate   shutdown   of  

Extraction’s   project,   but   instead   discussed   a   pause   of   industrial   operations   commencing   in  

mid-April   and   lasting   while   the   Governor’s   COVID-19   stay   at   home   order   is   in   place.    The  

mid-April   commencement   date   is   intended   to   allow   Extraction   to   complete   all   operations  

necessary   to   safely   shut   in   the   wells   prior   to   flowback   operations.  

Extraction   has   fabricated   a   story   that   ignores   a   critical   fact:    Broomfield’s   residents  

located   near   these   industrial   oil   and   gas   drilling   sites   have   suffered   very   real   health   and   welfare  

impacts   from   Extraction’s   operations,   which   have   caused   hazardous   emissions,   odors,   noise,  

vibrations,   and   other   adverse   impacts.    Broomfield’s   efforts   to   protect   the   health,   safety,   and  

welfare   of   our   community   have   been   repeatedly   twisted   and   misconstrued   by   Extraction   as  

nefarious   attempts   to   cause   it   harm.    It   is   insulting   and   wrong   for   Extraction   to   impugn   the  

integrity   of   the   hundreds   of   citizens   who   have   come   forward   with   complaints,   have   testified  

before   City   Council,   and   have   sought   medical   treatment,   by   asserting   that   they   are   all   simply  

making   up   symptoms   and   fabricating   claims.    Likewise,   it   is   insulting   and   wrong   for   Extraction  

to   cherry   pick   and   then   mischaracterize   selected   statements   of   the   City   Manager   when   it   is   clear  

that   the   City   Manager   recognizes   the   obligations   under   the   Operator   Agreement   as   well   as   the  

paramount   obligation   to   protect   public   health,   safety,   and   welfare.  

The   Operator   Agreement   does   not,   and   cannot,   prevent   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health  

from   exercising   its   police   powers   to   protect   public   health,   safety,   and   welfare,   especially   during  
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this   unprecedented   disaster   emergency   where   residents   have   been   ordered   to   remain   in   their  

homes   located   near   oil   and   gas   drilling   operations.    All   municipal   contracts   are   subject   to   the  

municipality’s   broad   police   powers   and    “[v]ested   rights   do   not   accrue   to   thwart   the   reasonable  

exercise   of   the   police   power   for   the   public   good.”     Lakewood   Pawnbrokers,   Inc.   v.   Lakewood ,  

517   P.2d   834   (Colo.   1973).     See   Colorado   Postal   Telegraph   Co.   v.   Colorado   Springs ,   61   Colo.  

560,   562,   158   P.   816   (1916);     Crossroads   W.   Ltd.   Liab.   Co.   v.   Town   of   Parker ,   929   P.2d   62,   65  

(Colo.   App.   1996) .     Local   public   health   boards   have   a   duty   to   protect   public   health,   especially  

during   disaster   emergencies.    C.R.S.   §§   25-1-506   and   508.    

The   Governor's   stay   at   home   order   does   not   preempt   local   boards   of   public   health   from  

issuing   more   restrictive   orders,   and   the   order   states   explicitly:    “Nothing   in   this   Executive   Order  

prevents   a   local   public   health   authority   from   issuing   an   order   more   protective   of   public   than   this  

Executive   Order.”      Extraction’s   Motion,   Ex.   4.    Although   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   met  

on   March   25,   2020   to   discuss   the   public   health   issues   presented   by   Extraction's   oil   and   gas  

operations   during   this   emergency,   no   order   was   issued.    The   Board   directed   the   City   and   County  

Attorney   to   prepare   and   present   at   the   March   31,   2020   meeting   a   limited,   temporary   order  

allowing   Extraction   to   continue   current   coiling   and   tubing   operations,   but   pausing   future  

flowback   operations   (beginning   mid-April)   until   the   Governor’s   stay   at   home   order   is   lifted.  

Extraction   has   suffered    no   actual   injury    and   any   alleged   future   injury   is   temporary.  

On   March   27,   2020,   without   filing   any   Complaint   and   without   service   of   a   Summons   to  

Broomfield,   Extraction   filed   a   Motion   for   Temporary   Restraining   Order,   which   the   Court   granted  

without   allowing   Broomfield   any   opportunity   to   respond.    The   Order   should   be   vacated   based   on  

jurisdictional,   legal,   and   factual   grounds.    The   Court’s   entry   of   a   Temporary   Restraining   Order   is  

not   ripe,   and   without   proper   service   of   the   Summons   and   Complaint,   this   court   lacks   both  
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personal   and   subject   matter   jurisdiction.    Extraction   has   also   failed   to   meet   its   burden   of  

establishing   specific   facts   to   satisfy   all   elements   required   for   a   temporary   restraining   order.  

Accordingly,   the   Court   should   vacate   its   Temporary   Restraining   Order.  

II.     FACTUAL   BACKGROUND    

Extraction   has   misstated   many   facts   and   omitted   others,   specifically   facts   about   the   noise,  

odors,   vibrations,   and   hazardous   emissions   coming   from   Extraction’s   proposed   84   wells   on   six  

pads   near   residential   areas.    Extraction   waves   the   concept   of   vested   rights   and   the   Operator  

Agreement   like   a   magic   wand   to   absolve   itself   of   any   responsibility   to   adhere   to   the   terms   of   the  

Agreement   and   its   responsibility   to   limit   nuisance   impacts   of   its   operation   on   the   community.  

Broomfield   has   not   tried   to   shut   Extraction   down   by   raising   issues   of   odor,   chemical   safety,   noise  

or   COVID-19   but   only   to   force   Extraction   to   address   the   issues   instead   of   dismissing   them.   

A.  History   of   the   Operator   Agreement   and   SB   19-181.   
 

In   2015,   Extraction   acquired   drilling   rights   in   Broomfield   from   Sovereign   Operating  

Company   (“Sovereign”)   which   included   Sovereign’s   rights   under   a   2013   Operator   Agreement.  

The   2013   Operator   Agreement   was   the   subject   of   litigation   in   2014,   after   citizens   initiated   and  

voters   passed   a   charter   amendment   creating   a   five-year   ban   on   hydraulic   fracturing.    Sovereign  

sued   Broomfield   and   obtained   a   court   order   in   its   favor.   

In   early   2016,   after   Extraction   acquired   Sovereign’s   and   Noble’s   drilling   interests,  

Extraction   sought   Broomfield   City   Council’s   approval   to   amend   the   2013   Sovereign   Operator  

Agreement   to   consolidate   the   number   of   drilling   sites   from   ten   to   three.    Extraction   did   not  

disclose   to   Broomfield   that   it   intended   to   drill   20-40   wells   on   each   of   the   three   sites   plus   an  

additional   40   wells   on   the   site   acquired   from   Noble.    Instead,   Extraction   waited   until   after   it  

obtained   Broomfield’s   approval   in   June   2016   and   then   announced   its   unprecedented   plan   to   drill  
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140   wells   at   the   four   approved   well   sites   in   Broomfield,   near   residential   neighborhoods.  

In   response   to   Extraction’s   plan   and   in   an   effort   to   protect   public   health,   safety,   and  

welfare,   in   February   2017,   Broomfield   created   the   Oil   and   Gas   Comprehensive   Plan   Update  

Committee   to   make   recommendations   applicable   to   oil   and   gas   development.    Extraction  

cooperated   and   provided   information   as   requested   by   the   Committee.    On   August   29,   2017,  

Council   adopted   the   Committee’s   recommendations   and   then   directed   staff   to   begin   negotiations  

with   Extraction   for   an   operator   agreement   with   the   goal   of   protecting   public   health,   safety,   and  

welfare   by   implementing   as   many   of   the   Committee’s   recommendations   as   possible.   

Broomfield   should   have   been   able   to   require   Extraction   to   follow   the   same   rules   that  

every   other   industrial   operation   must   follow   in   Broomfield   rather   than   negotiate   terms   to   protect  

public   health,   safety,   and   welfare   with   an   operator   that   has   financial   interests   to   protect.  

However,   Broomfield   was,   at   that   time,   legally   precluded   from   doing   so   because   the   Supreme  

Court   had   determined   that   most   local   regulations   of   oil   and   gas   were   operationally   preempted   by  

state   law.      See   Longmont   v.   COGCC,    369   P.3d   573,   585-86   (Colo.   2016).      Until   the   2019  

passage   of   SB   19-181,   Broomfield   had   no   authority   to   limit   oil   and   gas   operations   to   industrial  

areas   within   Broomfield.    Similarly,   Broomfield   could   not   subject   oil   and   gas   operators   to   many  

public   health   and   welfare   regulations   applicable   to   other   industrial   operations,   like   limiting   noise  

and   hours   of   operations.    With   little   ability   to   control   where   Extraction   located   its   drilling  

facilities,   Broomfield   did   the   best   it   could   under   the   circumstances   to   negotiate   with   Extraction  

and   to   develop   best   management   practices   as   part   of   the   revised   Operator   Agreement.   

In   Colorado,   oil   and   gas   developments   are   governed   by   the   Colorado   Oil   and   Gas  

Conservation   Act   and   regulated   by   the   Colorado   Oil   and   Gas   Conservation   Commission  

(COGCC)   -   an   entity   that   historically   rarely   denied   an   operator’s   application   for   permits   to   drill.  
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COGCC   setback   rules   created   a   minimal   buffer   of   only   500   feet   between   homes   and   multi-well  

drill   sites.    After   weeks   of   negotiations,   a   draft   operator   agreement   was   presented   to   Council   and  

the   public   that   reduced   the   total   number   of   wells   to   84,   limited   operations   to   six   identified  

locations,   and   required   many   of   the   Committee’s   recommended   best   management   practices.    At  

the   October   24,   2017   City   Council   meeting,   Broomfield   approved,   and   entered   into,   the  

Amended   and   Restated   Oil   and   Gas   Operator   Agreement   (“Operator   Agreement”).    Extraction  

then   commenced   construction.   

While   Broomfield   attempted   to   negotiate   locations   as   far   as   possible   from   residents,  

many   residents   currently   live   within   1,500   feet   of   a   multi-well   facility.    One   of   the   sites   with   19  

wells,   the   Livingston   Pad,   is   located   near   Anthem   Ranch,   which   is   a   community   for   those   aged  

55   and   above.    In   anticipation   of   Extraction’s   drilling   operations   and   to   protect   public   health,  

safety,   and   welfare,   Broomfield   hired   additional   oil   and   gas   inspectors,   implemented   air   quality  

and   noise   monitoring,   and   created   a   system   for   citizens   to   report   complaints   if   adversely  

impacted.   

In   2019,   the   General   Assembly   enacted   SB   19-181,   giving   local   governments   greater  

regulatory   control   over   oil   and   gas   development.    Signed   by   the   Governor   on   April   16,   2019,   SB  

19-181   amended   the   Colorado   Oil   and   Gas   Conservation   Act,   significantly   expanding   local  

governmental   authority   and   changing   COGCC’s   mission.    As   noted   by   the   COGCC   on   its  

website,   “SB   19-181   ensures   that   oil   and   gas   development   and   operations   in   Colorado   are  

regulated   in   a   manner   that   protects   public   health,   safety,   welfare,   the   environment   and   wildlife  

resources.”    Local   governments   now   have   the   authority   to   regulate   the   zoning   and   siting   of   oil  

and   gas   operations,   as   well   as   the   surface   impacts.    C.R.S.    §29-20-104(1)(h).   
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B. Extraction’s   Drilling   Operations   are   Adversely   Impacting   Public   Health   and  
Welfare.   

 
Broomfield’s   public   health,   safety,   and   welfare   concerns   are   not   baseless   or   fabricated.  

Two   years   after   Broomfield   entered   into   the   Operator   Agreement,   in   October   2019,   the   Colorado  

Department   of   Public   Health   and   Environment   published   its   study,   “ Human   Health   Risk  

Assessment   for   Oil   &   Gas   Operations   in   Colorado ,”   which   concludes   that   exposure   to   chemicals  

used   in   oil   and   gas   development,   such   as   benzene,   may   cause   short-term   negative   health   impacts  

(e.g.,   headaches;   dizziness;   respiratory,   skin,   and   eye   irritation)   during   worst-case   conditions.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pO41DJMXw9sD1NjR_OKyBJP5NCb-AO0I/view .    The   study  

found   the   possibility   of   negative   health   impacts   from   distances   of   up   to   2,000   feet   from   oil   and  

gas   operations.    Not   surprisingly,   Boomfield   has   received   complaints   of   similar   negative   health  

impacts   related   to   Extraction’s   operations.  

Because   of   the   concerns   about   community   health   impacts,   Broomfield   developed  

sophisticated   systems   for   monitoring   air   quality,   noise,   and   for   receiving   complaints   about   health  

symptoms   related   to   oil   and   gas   development.    Broomfield   first   entered   into   an   agreement   for   air  

quality   monitoring   on   August   28,   2018,   and   expanded   the   air   quality   monitoring   program   in  

December   2019,   and   noise   monitoring   began   on   March   15,   2019.    Broomfield’s   complaint  

system   was   operational   beginning   October   3,   2018.    The   air   quality   monitoring   data   shows  

increased   emissions   of   volatile   organic   compounds   and   hazardous   air   pollutants   from  

Extraction’s   project.  

In   addition,   after   CDPHE   issued   its   health   impacts   study,   Broomfield   implemented   a  

system   to   receive   and   monitor   health   complaints.    To   date,   two   hundred   and   forty-eight   unique  

individuals   have   reported   864   health   symptoms   to   Broomfield.    The   symptoms   most   frequently  
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reported   to   Broomfield   are   difficulty   sleeping,   headaches,   and   anxiety   or   stress.   

Broomfield   has   not   fabricated   community   impacts,   nor   has   Broomfield   made   unfounded  

claims   of   breach   of   contract.    When   community   members   notified   Broomfield   that   Extraction’s  

drilling   mud   was   causing   noticeable   odors,   Broomfield   reminded   Extraction   of   its   obligations  

under   the   Operator   Agreement,   specifically   best   management   practice   48:    “Odor   emitting   from  

the   Well   Sites   must   be   controlled.”    Despite   this   obligation,   the   complaints   went   on   for   a   week  

before   the   change   was   made   and   only   after   Broomfield’s   demands   did   Extraction   change   the  

drilling   mud.    When   community   members   observed   high   levels   of   diesel   emissions   from  

Extraction’s   fracking   pumps,   Broomfield   notified   Extraction   of   its   obligations   under   the  

Operator   Agreement,   specifically   the   obligation   to   use   the   cleaner   Tier   4   fracking   pumps   (best  

management   practice   20(A)(2)).    Only   then   did   Extraction   change   to   the   cleaner   fracking   pumps.  

When   there   were   concerns   about   chemicals   being   used   on   the   well   sites,   Broomfield   reminded  

Extraction   of   its   obligation   to   have   available   current   Material   Safety   Data   Sheets   (MSDS)   for   all  

chemicals   used   or   stored   on   a   site   and   to   provide   MSDS   sheets   upon   request   (best   management  

practice   9(G)).    It   took   a   reminder   of   Extraction’s   legal   obligations   under   the   Emergency  

Response   and   Community   Right   to   Know   Act   to   get   Extraction’s   cooperation.  

Noise   from   Extraction’s   operations,   specifically   sleep-disrupting   nighttime   noise,   has  

significantly   impacted   Broomfield   residents.    In   December   2019   and   early   January   2020,  

Broomfield   received   approximately   200   noise   complaints   about   Extraction’s   operations,  

including   complaints   of   adverse   health   impacts   caused   by   such   noise.    Extraction’s   efforts   to  

reduce   the   noise   did   not   solve   the   problem.    Broomfield   then   adopted   an   emergency   noise  

ordinance,   which   limited   an   industrial   operator   outside   of   an   industrial   zone   from   operating  

between   10:00   p.m.   and   6:00   a.m.   or   to   submit   a   noise   modeling   study   showing   it   could   meet   the  
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noise   standard.    At   the   public   hearing   on   the   noise   ordinance,   scores   of   Broomfield   residents  

testified   that   noise   from   Extraction’s   operations   kept   them   up   at   night,   adversely   affecting   their  

health.    Broomfield’s   Public   Health   Director   testified   that   noise,   especially   at   night,   can   cause  

stress,   poor   concentration,   and   fatigue.    He   also   testified   that   noise   can   contribute   to  

cardiovascular   disease   and   cognitive   impairment.    The   noise   ordinance   requires   an   industrial  

operator   to   limit   operations   to   day   time   hours,   to   submit   a   noise   modeling   study   to   demonstrate  

compliance   with   the   night   time   standard,   or   alternatively,   an   operator   can   apply   for   a   variance   to  

operate   at   night.    To   date,   Extraction   has   refused   to   seek   a   variance   or   otherwise   comply   with   the  

noise   ordinance,   and   therefore,   Broomfield   has   cited   Extraction   for   violations.   

During   the   course   of   Extraction’s   project,   Broomfield   has   provided,   and   continues   to  

provide,   information   to   the   community.    Out   of   the   numerous   community   meetings,   Extraction  

has   isolated   four   minutes   of   discussion   in   a   meeting   on   September   30,   2019,   and   then  

misrepresents   the   City   and   County   Manager’s   statements.    Taken   in   context,   Ms.   Hoffman  

acknowledges   that   the   Operator   Agreement   is   in   place   and   that   Broomfield   is   not   shutting   down  

Extraction’s   operations.    She   then   discusses   efforts   to   use   the   new   state   legislation,   SB   19-181,  

and   the   City’s   Charter   Amendment   301   to   protect   public   health,   safety   and   welfare.   

Extraction   first   began   its   project   with   operations   on   the   Interchange   B   pad   by   drilling,  

completing,   and   putting   into   production   10   wells.    Currently,   Extraction   is   actively   conducting  

coiling   and   tubing   operations   on   the   Livingston   pad,   which   is   located   near   the   Anthem   Ranch   55  

and   above   community.    According   to   Extraction,   in   mid-April   2020,   they   expect   to   begin   the  

next   phase   at   Livingston,   which   is   flowback   operations.    Historically,   flowback   has   been   a   phase  

of   oil   and   gas   production   with   higher   emissions   of   volatile   organic   compounds.    Even   with   a  

closed   loop   pitless   system,   air   quality   data   show   an   increase   in   volatile   organic   compounds   and  
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hazardous   air   pollutants   in   the   ambient   air   during   flow   back.   

C.  COVID-19   and   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Public   Health’s   March   25,   2020   Meeting.  

Coronavirus   disease   2019   (COVID-19)   now   presents   a   public   health   threat   to   residents  

throughout   Colorado,   including   Broomfield.    On   March   10,   2020,   Governor   Jared   Polis   declared  

a   state   of   emergency   in   response   to   the   presence   of   COVID-19,   and   on   March   11,   2020,   the  

World   Health   Organization   declared   the   outbreak   of   COVID-19   a   pandemic.    On   March   13,  

2020,   the   President   of   the   United   States   declared   a   National   Emergency.    On   March   16,   2020,    as  

authorized   under   C.R.S.   §   24-33.5-709   and   B.M.C.   Chapter   2-48,   the   City   and   County   Manager  

issued   a   Declaration   of   Local   Disaster   Emergency,   which   was   extended   by   the   Broomfield   City  

Council   until   April   16,   2020.    Broomfield   has   also   activated   its   emergency   operations   plan,  

closed   buildings,   and   ceased   all   but   essential   operations.   

On   March   25,   2020,   the   Governor   of   the   State   of   Colorado   issued   Executive   Order   D  

2020   017   ordering   Coloradans   to   Stay   at   Home   Due   to   the   Presence   of   COVID-19   in   the   State  

(“Stay   at   Home   Order”)   that   remains   in   effect   until   April   11,   2020,   unless   rescinded   or   modified  

by   further   Executive   Order.    On   March   26,   2020,   the   Executive   Director   of   the   Colorado  

Department   of   Public   Health   and   Environment   pursuant   to   Colorado   Revised   Statute  

§§25-1.5-101(1)(a)   and   25-1.5-102(1)(a)(I),   issued   Updated   Public   Health   Order   20-24  

Implementing   Stay   at   Home   Requirements,   to   implement   the   directives   of   Executive   Order   D  

2020   017,   which   remains   in   effect   until   April   11,   2020,   unless   extended,   rescinded,   superseded,  

or   amended   in   writing.    The   Stay   at   Home   Order   states   explicitly:     “Nothing   in   this   Executive  

Order   prevents   a   local   public   health   authority   from   issuing   an   order   more   protective   of   public  

than   this   Executive   Order.”     Extraction   Motion,   Ex.   4   (emphasis   added).   

In   response   to   concerns   about   continuing   oil   and   gas   operations   in   light   of   the   COVID-19  
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emergency,   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   scheduled   a   meeting   on   March   25,   2020,   to   discuss  

the   public   health   issues   presented   by   Extraction's   oil   and   gas   operations   during   the   emergency  

disaster.    During   the   over   four   hour   meeting,   the   Board   heard   presentations   from   Extraction,   the  

Director   of   the   Colorado   Oil   and   Gas   Commission,   the   City’s   consulting   engineers   and   attorneys,  

the   City’s   air   quality   consultant,   the   City’s   Police   Chief,   North   Metro’s   Fire   Chief,   and  

Broomfield’s   Public   Health   Director   and   Medical   Officer.    Extraction   has   again   mischaracterized  

the   testimony.   While   Broomfield’s   consulting   petroleum   engineer,   Barabara   Ganong,   testified  

that   she   recently   toured   the   well   sites   and   found   the   best   management   practices   to   be   in   place,  

she   did   not   provide   the   opinion   that   Extraction’s   operations   were   “safe.”   

  During   the   meeting,   Dr.   Christopher   Urbina,   Broomfield’s   Medical   Officer,   and   Jason  

Vahling,   Broomfield’s   Public   Health   Director,   both   testified   that   individuals   experiencing  

behavioral   health   issues,   e.g.,   anxiety,   depression,   and   stress,   are   at   greater   risk   of   complications  

if   they   contract   COVID-19.    Dr.   Urbina   testified   that   age   and   chronic   medical   conditions   were  

also   independent   risk   factors   for   having   complications   to   COVID-19.    Public   Health   Director  

Jason   Vahling   testified   that   individuals   living   near   industrial   oil   and   gas   operations   have  

increased   anxiety   and   stress   and   could   have   more   complications   if   they   contracted   COVID-19.   

At   the   conclusion   of   the   Meeting,   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   adopted   the   following  

motion:   

that   Council   convene   on   Tuesday,   March   31st,   as   the   Board   of   Health   and  
instructed   the   legal   staff   to   draft   a   public   health   order   to   suspend   operations   for  
Extraction   during   the   flowback   period   as   long   as   the   emergency   orders   from   the  
Governor   are   in   place   .   .   .  

 
This   would   be   a   limited,   temporary   order   allowing   Extraction   to   continue   with   current   coiling  

and   tubing   operations,   but   pausing   future   flowback   operations   (which   Extraction   represented  
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would   begin   mid-April)   until   the   Governor’s   Stay   at   Home   Order   is   lifted.    That   meeting   is  

scheduled   for   March   31,   2020.   

On   March   27,   2020,   in   the   morning,   Extraction   filed   its   Motion   for   a   Temporary  

Restraining   Order   and   Motion   for   Preliminary   Injunction   with   the   Court   and   emailed   a   copy  

directly   to   the   undersigned   attorneys.    Extraction   has   not   filed   any   Complaint   in   this   action   and  

Broomfield   has   not   been   served   with   a   Summons   and   Complaint.    Without   waiting   for  

Broomfield’s   response,   the   Court   entered   a   Temporary   Restraining   Order   in   the   afternoon   of  

March   27,   2020,   enjoining   Broomfield   from   issuing   any   order   directing   Extraction   to   halt   or  

suspend   operations   due   to   COVID-19   or   other   health   related   concerns.    Broomfield   files   this  

Motion   requesting   that   the   Court   vacate   its   Order.  

III.     LEGAL   ANALYSIS   

A.  Extraction   Failed   to   Establish   a   Valid   Legal   Basis   for   a   Court   Order   Prohibiting   the  
Broomfield   Board   of   Health   from   Issuing   a   Public   Health   Order.   
 
1. The   Governor’s   Stay   at   Home   Order   does   not   preempt   Broomfield   from   adopting  

a   more   protective   public   health   order.  
 
The   Court   erred   in   concluding   that   the   state   intended   to   preempt   local   public   health  

authorities   from   adopting   more   stringent   orders.    In   its   Motion,   Extraction   asserted   that  

Brooomfield’s   authority   to   issue   a   local   public   health   order   is   preempted   by   the   Governor’s   Stay  

at   Home   Order   and   the   implementing   Public   Health   Order   issued   by   the   Colorado   Department   of  

Public   Health   and   Environment.    The   plain   language   of   the   Governor’s   Executive   Order   refutes  

that   assertion.    Executive   Order   D   2020   017   “Ordering   Coloradans   to   Stay   at   Home   Due   to   the  

Presence   of   COVID-19   in   the   State”   directs   at   Section   II.D.1.e.:  

Nothing   in   this   executive   order   prevents   a   local   public   health   authority   from  
issuing   an   order   more   protective   of   public   than   this   executive   order.    For   clarity,  
any   stay   at   home   or   similar   order   issued   by   a   local   jurisdiction   remains   in   full  
force   and   effect.   
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Subsection   d   of   the   Stay   at   Home   Order   provides   that   CDPHE   may   allow   local   public   health  

authorities   “relief   from   this   Executive   order   or   any   related   Public   Health   Order”   to   meet   local  

needs   if   such   relief   can   be   accomplished   “without   burdening   Public   Health   Resources   in   other  

parts   of   the   State.”  

Taken   together   the   meaning   is   clear:    first,   the   entire   state   is   subject   to   the   terms   of   the  

Stay   at   Home   Order;   second,   local   public   health   agencies   may   issue   orders   that   are   “more  

protective”   than   the   Stay   at   Home   Order;   and   third,   if   a   local   public   health   agency   wants   more  

lenient   rules   in   their   local   jurisdiction,   then   it   needs   to   apply   to   CDPHE   for   that   relief.    That   is  

the   purpose   of   Section   IV   of   the   Updated   Public   Health   Order   20-24   Implementing   Stay   At  

Home   Requirements   (Public   Health   Order   20-24)   -   to   allow   for   “relief   from,”   that   is,   a   relaxation  

of   the   requirements   of   the   Public   Health   Order   20-24.   

The   ability   of   local   governments   to   issue   more   protective   orders,   even   orders   that   close  

businesses   that   the   State   has   declared   critical,   is   clear   since   both   Gunnison   County   and   the   Town  

of   Estes   Park   have   closed   hotels   and   other   short   term   lodging.    CDPHE’s   Public   Health   Order  

No.   20-24   declares    “[h]otels,   and   places   of   accomodation”   to   be   “Critical   Infrastructure”   in   the  

same   section   that   lists   oil   and   gas   extraction.   

Gunnison   County’s   Public   Health   Director   issued   a   public   health   order   closing   short   term  

lodging   on   March   16,   2020   and   renewed   the   restriction   on   March   26,   2020   through   April   11,   2020.   

https://covid19.gunnisoncounty.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/COVID19-Fourth-Amended-St 

anding-Public-Health-Order.pdf      The   Gunnison   County   order   states   as   follows   at   page   3:    "For  

the   avoidance   of   doubt,    this   Order   controls   over   any   executive   order   issued   by   the   Governor   of  

Colorado.      This   Public   Health   Order   is   consistent   with   and   more   restrictive    than   the   executive  
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orders   thus   far   issued   by   the   Governor   of   Colorado."    (Emphasis   added.)    The   Town   of   Estes  

Park   issued   “Emergency   Order   01-20   To   Close   Short-Term   Lodging”   on   March   21,   2020.    The  

order   expires   on   April   17,   2020.     https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vi7sJimUYaELZwgBme0o  

H8vvf1w2QM1V/view  

The   fact   that   the   Public   Health   Order   20-24   identifies   oil   and   gas   extraction   and  

production   as   “Critical   Infrastructure”   for   the   State   of   Colorado,   does   not   mean   that   a   local  

public   health   agency   cannot   decide   that   the   proximity   of   oil   and   gas   extraction   to   residents   may  

pose   a   threat   to   public   health   that   must   be   paused   temporarily   during   the   term   of   the   Stay   At  

Home   Order.    Different   communities   are   faced   with   different   circumstances   that   require   some  

flexibility   to   address   issues.   

Just   as   the   CDPHE   Stay   at   Home   order   defines   “Oil   and   Gas   extraction,   production,  

refining,   storage,   transport   and   distribution”   as   “Critical   Infrastructure,”   it   also   defines   “[h]otels,  

and   places   of   accomodation”   as   “Critical   Infrastructure”   and   the   state   allows   both   to   operate.  

Nonetheless,   local   public   health   agencies   have   closed   hotels   and   short   term   accommodations  

because   of   the   specific   threat   that   the   use   may   have   in   their   community   during   the   COVID-19  

emergency.    Consequently,   there   is   no   legal   basis   for   concluding   that   any   more   protective     future  

order   by   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   is   preempted.  

2.  A   local   government’s   emergency   police   and   public   health   powers   cannot   be  
limited   by   contract,   specifically   the   Operator   Agreement.   

 
Extraction’s   claim   that   the   Operator   Agreement   prohibits   a   local   public   health   authority  

from   issuing   emergency   orders   lacks   legal   basis.    Invocation   of   emergency   powers   to   protect  

public   health   or   safety   is   an   inherent   authority   of   a   sovereign   government.    Reasonable  

invocations   of   emergency   powers   may   restrict   both   property   rights   and   personal   liberty,   even  
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when   those   powers   impinge   on   fundamental   constitutional   liberties.     Smith   v.   Avino,    91   F.   3d   105  

(11th   Cir.   1996).    The   standard   of   review   in   cases   reviewing   the   government’s   invocation   of  

emergency   powers   is   deferential   to   government   action.   

[W]here   there   is   competent   evidence   allowing   the   official   to   reasonably   believe  
that   an   emergency   does   in   fact   exist,   or   that   affording   predeprivation   process  
would   be   otherwise   impractical,   the   discretionary   invocation   of   an   emergency  
procedure   results   in   a   constitutional   violation   only   where   such   invocation   is  
arbitrary   or   amounts   to   an   abuse   of   discretion.  

...  
If   an   official   believes   that   the   public   is   in   immediate   danger,   he   or   she   should   not  
hesitate   to   invoke   an   emergency   procedure   for   fear   of   being   sued,   and   being   liable  
for   damages   should   his   or   her   decision   turn   out   to   be   incorrect   in   hindsight.  
 

Catanzaro   v.   Weiden ,   188   F.3d   56   (2d   Cir.   1999).  

In   this   context,    Colorado   law   specifically   imposes   the   duty   on   local   public   health   boards  

and   agencies   to   take   necessary   measures   to   protect   public   health,   especially   during   disaster  

emergencies.    C.R.S.   §§25-1-506   and   508.    Local   public   health   agencies   have   the   duty   to  

investigate   and   control   the   causes   of   epidemic   or   communicable   diseases   and   conditions  

affecting   public   health;   to   establish,   maintain,   and   enforce   isolation   and   quarantine,   and   in  

pursuance   thereof,   and   for   this   purpose   only,   to   exercise   physical   control   over   property   and   over  

the   persons   of   the   people   within   the   jurisdiction   of   the   agency   as   the   agency   may   find   necessary  

for   the   protection   of   the   public   health;   to   close   schools   and   public   places   and   to   prohibit  

gatherings   of   people   when   necessary   to   protect   public   health;   to   investigate   and   abate   nuisances  

when   necessary   in   order   to   eliminate   sources   of   epidemic   or   communicable   diseases   and  

conditions   affecting   public   health.   C.R.S.   §25-1-506.   

The   Operator   Agreement   cannot,   as   a   matter   of   law,   strip   the   Broomfield   Board   of  

Health   from   exercising   its   police   powers   to   issue   public   health   orders   necessary   to   protect   public  

health,   safety,   and   welfare   during   this   COVID-19   disaster   emergency.    All   municipal   contracts  
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are   subject   to   the   municipality’s   broad   police   powers.     Colorado   Postal   Telegraph   Co.   v.  

Colorado   Springs ,   61   Colo.   560,   562,   158   P.   816   (1916);     Crossroads   W.   Ltd.   Liab.   Co.   v.   Town   of  

Parker ,   929   P.2d   62,   65   (Colo.   App.   1996) .     “Vested   rights   do   not   accrue   to   thwart   the   reasonable  

exercise   of   the   police   power   for   the   public   good.”     Lakewood   Pawnbrokers,   Inc.   v.   Lakewood ,  

517   P.2d   834   (Colo.   1973).    There   is   no   legal   basis   for   prohibiting   the   Broomfield   Board   of  

Health   from   issuing   a   future,   temporary   order   during   this   disaster   emergency.   

B. The   Temporary   Restraining   Order   Should   be   Vacated   Based   on   Lack   Of  
Jurisdiction   and   Failure   to   Meet   the   Rule   65   Requirements.  

 
1.  No   complaint   has   been   filed   and   no   summons   was   issued .   

Extraction’s   failure   to   file   a   complaint   deprives   this   Court   of   jurisdiction   over   the   subject  

matter.    Similarly,   Extraction’s   failure   to   serve   a   summons   (or   request   waiver   of   service)   on  

either   the   City   and   County   of   Broomfield   or   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   deprives   this   Court  

of   jurisdiction   over   any   defendant.   Although   Extraction’s   Motion   indicates   that   it   will   file   a  

declaratory   judgment   and   breach   of   contract   complaint,   until   such   complaint   is   filed,   any   Court  

Order   is   improper.    By   filing   this   Motion   for   Reconsideration,   Broomfield   does   not   waive   its  

right   to   contest   these   jurisdictional   defects.   

Under   the   Colorado   Rules   of   Civil   Procedure,   a   civil   action   does   not   commence   until   a  

complaint   is   filed.   Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   3.    A   defendant   is   not   subject   to   the   court’s   jurisdiction   until  

that   party   is   served   with   a   summons   and   complaint.   Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   4.    While   the   caption   in   this  

case   names   the   City   and   County   of   Broomfield,   without   a   summons   and   complaint,   Broomfield  

is   simply   assuming   it   is   a   party.    Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   7(d)   provides   an   alternative   to   filing   a  

complaint.    Pursuant   to   Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   7(d),    "[p]arties   to   a   dispute   which   might   be   the   subject   of  

a   civil   action   may,   without   pleadings,   file,   in   the   court   which   would   have   had   jurisdiction   if   an  
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action   had   been   brought,   an   agreed   statement   of   facts.”    Under   this   rule,   in   order   to   commence   an  

action   without   a   pleading,   as   defined   by    Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   7(a),   an    affidavit   demonstrating   that   the  

controversy   is   real   and   is   filed   in   good   faith   to   determine   the   rights   of   the   parties   is   required.  

The   matter   is   then   deemed   an   action   at   issue   and   proceeds   thereafter   under   the   rules   of   civil  

procedure.    Here,   Extraction   neither   filed   a   complaint,   served   a   summons   and   complaint,   nor  

followed   the   procedures   outlined   in     Colo.   R.   Civ.   P.   7(d).    At   this   point,   there   is:    (1)   lack   of  

jurisdiction   over   the   subject   matter;   (2)   lack   of   jurisdiction   over   the   defendant;   (3)   insufficiency  

of   service   of   process;   and   (4)   failure   to   state   a   claim   upon   which   relief   can   be   granted,   since   there  

is   no   complaint   stating   any   claim.    Based   on   these   fundamental   jurisdictional   defects,   the  

Temporary   Restraining   Order   should   be   vacated.   

Broomfield   also   notes   that   the   Court’s   Temporary   Restraining   Order   is   directed   to   the  

City   and   County   of   Broomfield,   not   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health.    The   Broomfield   Board   of  

Health   is   a   separate   legal   entity.     See   Jefferson   County   Health   Services   Ass’n,   Inc.   v.   Feeney ,   974  

P.2d   1001,   1003   (Colo.   1998)(“[T]he   statutes   that   govern   the   operation   of   the   public   health  

system   in   Colorado   dictate   that   a   part   5   health   department   is   a   legal   entity,   separate   and   distinct  

from   the   board   of   county   commissioners.”).    In   2001,   the   Broomfield   Municipal   Code  

established   that   the   “city   council   shall   serve   as   the   county   board   of   health   as   described   in   section  

25-1-608,   C.R.S.    The   mayor   or   mayor   pro   tem   shall   serve   as   chair   for   the   county   board   of  

health.”   B.M.C.   §   2-04-030   (Ord.   1645   §1,   2001).    Although   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health  

was   established   pursuant   to   part   6   of   article   1   title   25,   part   6   was   repealed   effective   July   1,   2008  

and   relocated   to   part   5   of   the   same   article.    C.R.S.   §25-1-506(1)   dictates   that   each   Colorado  

county   “shall   establish   and   maintain   a   county   public   health   agency   or   shall   participate   in   a  

district   public   health   agency.”    C.R.S.   §25-1-508   requires   that   a   county   board   of   health   be  
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appointed.    Pursuant   to   C.R.S.   §25-1-508(5)(c)(I),   a   “county   board   of   health   has   a   variety   of  

statutory   powers   and   duties,   including   the   selection   of   a   public   health   director,   who   serves   at   the  

pleasure   of   the   county   board   of   health.”     Travis   v.   Bd.   of   County   Comm’rs ,   2010   U.S.Dist.LEXIS  

108610,   at   *6   (D.   Colo.   Sept.   27,   2010).    Additionally,   a   county   board   of   health   is   required   to  

develop   public   policies,   complete   state   mandated   public   health   plans,   determine   general   policies,  

operate   by   establishing   offices,   and   engage   in   rule-making.    C.R.S.   §25-1-508(5).    The   statutory  

scheme   that   empowers   the   Broomfield   Board   of   Health   to   operate,   therefore,   dictates   that   despite  

the   fact   that   the   city   council   serves   as   the   Board,   the   Board   of   Health   is   a   separate   entity   distinct  

from   the   operation   of   the   city   council   and   should   be   treated   separately.  

2. The   matter   is   not   ripe   because   no   public   health   order   has   been   issued .  
 

A   court   lacks   subject   matter   jurisdiction   to   decide   an   issue   that   is   not   ripe   for  

adjudication.     Bd.   of   Directors   v.   Nat’l   Union   Fire   Ins.   Co. ,   105   P.3d   653,   656   (Colo.   2005).  

“The   doctrine   of   ripeness   recognizes   that   courts   will   not   consider   uncertain   or   contingent   future  

matters   because   the   injury   is   speculative   and   may   never   occur.”     DiCocco   v.   Nat’l   Gen.   Ins.   Co. ,  

140   P.3d,   316   (Colo.   App.   2006).    To   be   ripe,   the   issue   must   be   “real,   immediate,   and   fit   for  

adjudication.”     Id .   (citing,    Nat’l   Union   Fire   Ins.   Co.,    105   P.3d   at   656).    “A   court   has   no  

jurisdiction   to   render   an   advisory   opinion   on   a   controversy   that   is   not   yet   ripe   or   to   decide   a   case  

on   a   speculative,   hypothetical,   or   contingent   set   of   facts.”     Robertson   v.   Westminster   Mall   Co. ,   43  

P.3d   622,   628   (Colo.   App.   2001).    As   stated   in   Extraction’s   Motion,   the   Broomfield   Board   of  

Health   has   not   yet   issued   an   order.     See    Motion,   p.   14-15.    Although   the   Board   met   and   heard  

testimony   on   March   25,   2020,   the   Board   did   not   issue   an   order   at   the   conclusion   of   that   meeting,  

but   rather   decided   to   reconvene   on   March   31,   2020.    As   a   result,   Extraction’s   allegations   of  

injury   are   speculative   and   are   not   ripe   for   review   by   the   Court.  
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The   speculative   nature   of   Extraction’s   allegations   is   scattered   throughout   its   Motion.    See,  

e.g. ,   Motion   p.   15   (“Broomfield’s    plan    to   shut   down”);   Motion   p.   16   (“declaring   that   any   such  

order   that   Broomfield    might    issue   is   not   enforceable”);   Motion   p.   18   (“Broomfield   is    purporting  

to    order”)   (emphasis   added).    All   of   these   allegations   are   nothing   more   than   guesses.   Extraction  

cannot   point   to   specific   language   in   an   order   issued   by   the   Board   that   connects   its   alleged   injury  

to   a   final   decision   prohibiting   any   actions   that   would   result   in   actual   injury.    Without   that  

connection,   the   injury   is   speculative   and   not   fit   for   adjudication.     See   Save   Cheyenne   v.   City   of  

Colo.   Springs ,   2018   COA   18   [*P63],   425   P.3d   1174   **   (Colo.   App.,   Feb.   8,   2018)(“Plaintiff   does  

not   point   to   anywhere   in   the   record   demonstrating   that   a   final   zoning   decision   has   been   made  

regarding   the   permitted   uses   of   Strawberry   Fields.    Nor   does   plaintiff   allege   that   a   zoning  

violation   currently   exists   on   the   property.    Therefore,   we   conclude   that   the   issue   of   zoning   is  

unripe.”).  

A   determination   of   whether   a   future   order,   that   has   yet   to   be   issued,   presents   a   danger   of  

real,   immediate,   and   irreparable   injury   which   may   be   prevented   by   injunctive   relief   cannot   be  

made   without   a   final   decision   and   order   by   the   Board.    Such   a   determination   must   be   based   on  

the   findings   of   the   Board   and   the   wording   of   an   order   as   applied   to   Extraction’s   allegations   of  

injury.     See,   e.g.,   Wilkinson   v.   Bd.   of   County   Comm’rs ,   872   P.2d   1269,   1279   (Colo.   App.   1993)  

(“[A]   court   cannot   determine   whether   a   regulation   has   violated   a   landowner’s   constitutional   right  

to   reasonable   use   of   the   landowner’s   property   until   the   government   entity   charged   with  

implementing   the   regulations   has   reached   a   final   decision   as   to   how   the   regulations   will   be  

applied   to   the   property   in   question.”).    Extraction’s   allegations,   without   an   order,   are   uncertain  

and   contingent   on   future   matters   that   suppose   speculative   injury.    As   a   result,   the   issues   raised   by  

Extraction   are   not   ripe   for   review   and   the   Court   should   vacate   its   Order.  
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3. Extraction   failed   to   meet   the   Rule   65   requirements   for   issuing   a   temporary  
restraining   order.  

 
Under   Colo.   R.   Civ.   P   65(b)(1),   a   temporary   restraining   order   may   be   granted   only   if   it  

“clearly   appears   from   specific   facts   shown   by   affidavit   or   by   the   verified   complaint   or   by  

testimony   that   immediate   and   irreparable   injury,   loss,   or   damage   will   result   to   the   applicant  

before    the   adverse   party   or   his   attorney   can   be   heard   in   opposition.”    There   is   no   verified  

complaint   or   testimony.    The   only   affidavit   submitted   confirms:    (1)   that   no   order   has   actually  

entered   and   (2)   that   the   order   being   considered   on   March   31,   2020   is   a   temporary   order   to   cease  

operations   while   the   Stay   at   Home   Order   is   in   effect.    Extraction’s   Motion,   Ex.   7,   Affidavit   of  

Eric   Christ,   para.   12.    Extraction   filed   its   Motion   the   morning   of   Friday,   March   27,   2020   to  

prevent   the   future   issuance   of   an   order   on   the   evening   of   Tuesday,   March   31,   2020.    Five   days   is  

plenty   of   time   for   the   Court   to   have   heard   Broomfield’s   evidence   and   arguments   in   opposition.  

Extraction   was   required   to   present   specific   facts   to   establish   each   element,   including   immediate  

irreparable   injury.     See     Rathke   v.   MacFarlane ,   648   P.2d   648,   651   (Colo.   1982).    As   discussed  

previously,   Extraction’s   Motion   fails   to   meet   this   requirement.    Accordingly,   the   Court   should  

vacate   its   Order.   

IV.     CONCLUSION   

For   the   reasons   stated   previously,   Broomfield   requests   that   the   Court   vacate   the  

Temporary   Restraining   Order.   
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Respectfully   submitted   this   30th   day   of   March,   2020.  
 

OFFICE   OF   THE   CITY   &   COUNTY   ATTORNEY  
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/s/   Patricia   W.   Gilbert  
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City   and   County   Attorney  
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